In an effort to quantify the time parameter in the tectonomagmatic evolution of what has been called the Southern Svecofennian Arc Complex (SSAC) of SW Finland, advanced radiometric dating techniques have here been applied to rock groups of key importance in that area. In this paper we report the results of 131 high-resolution ion microprobe spot analyses (SIMS) of zircons, and 33 measurements using isotope dilution mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS) on zircon, monazite and titanite,and employing both large-sample multi-grain as well as single-grain techniques.
Introduction
Late-Palaeoproterozoic Svecofennian orogeny in the Baltic (Fennoscandian) Shield was part of a worldwide process (cf. Hoffman, 1989 ) that often caused amalgamation of newly formed juvenile crust with ancient proto-cratons, simultaneously regenerating their border areas. Judging from geochronological and geochemical data, similarly timed episodes occured in several now separate parts of the Laurentian craton, Greenland and the Baltic Shield. It has been discussed to what extent these shield areas were part of a pre-Rodinian mosaic of continental crust (Karlström et al., 2001; Elming & Mattsson, 2001) .
The metavolcanic and metasedimentary belts in southern Finland haveb e en considered to represent parts of two major arc complexes; the Central Svecofennian ArcC omplex (CSAC) and the Southern Svecofennian Arc Complex (SSAC), which are separated by an inferred suture zone (Lahtinen, 1996; Nironen, 1997; Nironen et al., 2000; Väisänen et al., 2002) . While the crustal evolution of the Baltic Shield is fairly well constrained when it comes to the general framework of crust formation and radiometric ages, the detailed kinematic characteristics of the different tectonic and metamorphic phases of evolution are less well known. Recent works by e.g. Lahtinen & Huhma (1997) , Nironen (1997) , Elliot et al. (1998) , Korsman et al. (1999) , Vaasjoki et al. (2001) , Nironen et al. (2002) and Väisänen (2002) have considerably improved our understanding of these events. Zircon ion microprobe studies by Huhma et al. (1991) and Claesson et al. (1993) , and later by Lindh et al. (2001) , Väisänen et al. (2002) , Rutland et al. (2001a Rutland et al. ( , 2001b Rutland et al. ( and 2003 , and Weihed et al. (2002) , indicate the existence of a pre-1.95 Ga Palaeoproterozoic continental crust in different parts of the shield. Nironen, et al. (2002) and Lahtinen et al. (2004) have presented "a new tectonic model" based on integrated research on the early development of the Baltic Shield involving a number of pre-2.0 Ga micro-continents accreted to the Archaean domain 1920-1880 Ma ago.
The archipelago of SW Finland represents a well exposed segment of the Svecofennian crust with a demand for modern age determinations. In the present study we recognize zircons representing such pre-2.0 Ga crust as well as minor Archaean influence in the Åland islands. We comparem illi-gram and micro-gram zircon isotope dilution mass spectrometryw ith nano-gram technique on homogeneous zircon domains within single grains. Our new isotopic data aim at timing the Svecofennian, c. 1900 Ma,c ompressional/transpressional stages. In particular, we constrain the time of the allochthonous thrusting at To rsholma, Åland ( Fig. 1) , which represents the collisional stage of the Svecofennian tectonic evolution in that region. The timing of later movements within the regional ductile South Finland Shear Zone (SFSZ, To rvela et al., 2003) is monitored by recrystallized monazite and titanite, and by the dating of zircons in coeval granitoid intrusions.
General geology
The Svecofennian components of the Baltic Shield comprise supracrustal continental rock accumulations atop and along the borders of the Archaean proto-craton as well as successively accreted island arcs and magmatic additions. The diverse formation processes have previously been discussed within the context of cyclic orogeny but more recently as repeated plate-tectonic interactions of crustal segments, which are considered to have taken place during the time interval between 2.0 and 1.75 Ga ago (cf. discussions in Gaál & Gorbatschev, 1987; Nironen, 1997; Nironen et al., 2002) . In its present form, the crust constitutes domains with slightly different geochemical and lithological signatures, suggesting sutures between different sub-terranes (Ehlers & Lindroos, 1997; Lahtinen et al., 2002 ; and references therein).
The geological structureo fS WF inland is dominated by early subaqueous mafic and felsic volcanic rock sequences which were overturned/ inverted and thrusted towards the west and the northwest (Lindroos et al., 1996) . They constitutear egion of subhorizontal slabs with subparallel transposed layering and early schistosities. The mainly supracrustal rock sequences were subsequently intruded by sheets of early-kinematic granodioritic and tonalitic rocks. Later metamorphism and intrusion of younger migmatitic granites belonging to the c. 1830 As chematic historyo ft he rocks and ac ompilation of dated events in the To rsholma area, SW Finland. The dated samples indicate that most of the structural historywith earlyr ecumbent folding, extension of the crust,and subsequent thrusting and sandwiching of the gneiss slab took place over ar ather shortp eriod of time,approximately1 5M a.The ages aref romt his study.
Ma old zone of Late Svecofennian granites and migmatites (the LSGM zone of Ehlers et al., 1993) dominate the southern coast of Finland. All these structures arec ut by the large SFSZ (Ehlers &L indroos, 1990a) , while gneissose granodioritic and granitic rocks reappear further to the south (Suominen, 1991;  Fig. 1 ).
Regional geology of the investigated terrains
Mapping and geological correlations in the area haveb een carried out since the early years of the twentieth century, chiefly to produce regional geological maps and map descriptions. In the southwestern archipelagoo fF inland, J.J. Sederholm's( 1934) classical account of the geology of the Åland islands is r ich in excellent observations and geological sketches of outcrops. Later contributions by Edelman and Jaanus-Järkkälä(1983) , Edelman (1979) , Ehlers and Lindroos (1990a and b) describe various aspects of the regional geology of the areas considered in this paper.
3.1.The Torsholma area
The To rsholma area is characterized by gently dipping sheets of volcanic rocks and granitoids, tectonically stacked atop of each other, and separated by tectonic or intrusive contacts (Fig. 2 ) . A thin slab of strongly deformed granulite-facies ortho-gneiss, that appears to have intruded layers of earlier supracrustals and showing multiple stages of deformation, is sandwiched between as equence of gently dipping and folded mafic volcanics (Ehlers et al., 1993) . It is the oldest rock in the area, and at the time of original sampling an age in excess of 1900 Ma was considered possible. The gneisses are cut by a set of steep amphibolitic metadiabase dykes which is later than the sub-horizontal early deformation in the gneiss slab (Fig. 3) . The appearances of these rocks are visualized in Fig. 2 :1 where folded mafic bands are cut by relatively undeformed metadiabase dykes. The dykes are present only in the gneissic s lab which subsequently was sandwiched in between the sheets of amphibolitic volcanics ( Fig. 2:2 ). An intrusive sheet of granodiorite, less deformed than the surrounding country-rock gneisses and without any traces of metadiabase dykes (Fig. 2:3) , occurs between the deformed gneiss slab and the amphibolitic volcanic outlier. This sheet records deformation indicating thrusting towards the northwest. We consider therefore that the sheet-like granodiorite was emplaced during a relatively late stage in the creation of this tectonic collage.
The metadiabase dykes cut the deformed gneiss slab at ah igh angle (Fig. 3) . This may be taken to indicate ap hase of c rustal extension and intrusion of basaltic dykes which, in turn, post-dates most of the early deformation but pre-dates the stacking of the slabs. The entire collage of juxtaposed rocks was later migmatizeda nd intruded by late Svecofennian granites dated at c. 1830 Ma from several localities in southern Finland (Suominen, 1991) . In order to establish the timing of the episode of stacking and sandwiching of the different rock slabs, we have sampled the allochthonous gneiss slab (samples A1334, 98033), the intrusive sheet of granodiorite (A1261, A1187), as well as one of the metadiabase dykes (00014). An essentially undeformed cross-cutting pegmatite ( Fig. 2 : 4) represents a post-stacking stage of intrusion (sample A1185). 
3.2.The Enklinge area
The Palaeoproterozoic volcanic successions in the SW Åland archipelago arew ell represented on and around the island of Enklinge. They consist of subaqueous sequences of mafic andf elsic volcanic rocks with primarys tructuresrepresenting lavapillows and pillowbreccias (Ehlers, 1976; Ehlers &Lindroos, 1990a) . Higher strata comprise thin marble layers followedb yr hyolitic extrusions. Related in time but somewhat later aregranodiorite intrusions surrounding the volcanic rocks at Enklinge, and thereare also intrusivedacitic quartz-porphyritic dykes in the volcanics. Chemically,the dykes areidentical with the surrounding granodiorites but differ quite clearly from the extrusiver hyolites (Ehlers &L indroos, 1990b) . We havec arried out SIMS analyses of zircons from the rhyolite on Enklinge (sample 00013) and from the granodiorite sampled at the small islet of Gräshäran (sample 95020) north of Enklinge.
3.3.The South Finland Shear Zone at the Sottunga and Kökar islands
The prominent South Finland Shear Zone (SFSZ; Fig. 1 ) can be traced a couple of hundred kilometres along the southern coast of Finland. In the southwestern archipelago, it closely follows the southern margin of the c. 1830 Ma old belt of Late Svecofennian Granites and Migmatites (LSGM, Ehlers et al., 1993) , but most of the dextral shear deformation is found in the surrounding c. 50 Ma older granodiorites.
Subsequently,t he SFSZ was intruded by even-grained granite dykes which register the latest phases of shearing along that zone. Ones ample of these late granite dykes (sample 00010), and three samples of the deformed gneissose granodiorites (samples 99021 and 99022 from Kökar,a nd sample 99024 from Sottunga; Fig. 1 ) were sampled along the SFSZ. The early phases of shear deformation have not been dated. From the island of Sottunga, a strongly banded, deformed granodiorite was selected. Another sample was collected from the matrix between fragments of boudinaged and brecciated mafic enclaves further southwards on the island of Kökar (Fig. 1) . Finally, a deformed layer of granodiorite with a strong gently dipping linear structure was sampled on the northwestern shore of Kökar. That granodiorite forms a gently dipping layer, a few metres thick, in a westwards thrusted and openly folded stack of thin layers of metasedimentary rocks embedded in deformed granodiorites.
All these samples were collected with the double aim of determining the intrusion age of the granodiorite as well as the age of the SFSZ deformation.
4.Analytical Procedure
Mass spectrometric analyses were carried out using two types of techniques: (1) Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry(TIMS) for precise measurements on Isotope Dilution (ID) treated samples, and (2) SecondaryI onization Mass Spectrometry( SIMS). The ID-TIMS measurements were performed under differentc onditions and in different isotope laboratories.The Finnish Geological Survey determinations (byM .V.) were carried out during the late 1980-ties at an early stage of the investigation and employing relatively large samples of >1 000 crystals each. The multi-grain technique described by Vaasjoki et al. (1991) was used. The morer ecent analyses from the Swedish Museum of Natural History(by T. S.) comprised just one or afew mineral grains according to asingle-grain technique. The SIMS analyses were carried out on aC ameca 1270 ion probe which is aN ordic research facility (NORDSIM) at Stockholm. In regardt o the various analytical procedures employedi n Stockholm, we refer to Rutland et al. (2001b) and references therein. The errors and error calculations in the Ta bles and the text aregiven at the 95 %c onfidence level, i.e. using 2-sigma uncertainties.
Results and interpretations

Samples and analytical data
Our study involved detailed mapping and revision of some key areas in the Åland archipelago with emphasis on the large-scale structural pattern and its evolution. In isotope geology, we have used the most modern techniques to quantify the time dimension for these processes. By employing small-scale SIMS spot analyses from specific domains inside zircon grains, we enhanced the possibility of analysing homogenous parts in otherwise complex crystallizations. That technique is extremely useful for rocks with the potential of assimilating xenocrystic parts, and provides insight in regard to relic provenances as well as later metamorphic episodes. Because of such complexities, we screened/filtered our SIMS data to provide the detailed age information for the specific stage of zircon crystallisation that we aimed for. That procedure necessitated repeated analyses and statistical treatment of the data where the separate age determination often carried relatively large uncertainties. In comparison, the ID-TIMS analyses provided excellent analytical precision, but ran the risk of sampling diverse crystallizations.
The analytical data and age calculations are presented in Ta ble 1 for 131 new SIMS and in  Ta ble 2 for 33 new ID-TIMS determinations. Histograms of age distributions as well as regressional and other statistical treatments involving these determinations are illustrated in a number of figures. Cathode luminescence (CL) and transmitted light (TL) photographs taken prior to analysis helped select characteristic grains and were used to guide the spot analyses. They record different crystal textures and morphologies relevant to the interpretation and discussion of the ages significant for specific episodes of crystallization.
The investigated rock samples represent a cross-section of ages from the repeatedly deformed granitoid gneisses of the Enklinge, To rsholma, and Kökar-Sottunga areas and forward in time to the gently deformed granitoid dykes associated with the very late stages of Svecofennian deformation.
Sample A1185 p is from ac .o ne metrew ide pegmatite dyke that cuts vertically across the deformed stack of rocks on the islet of Hummelholm, To rsholma ( Fig. 2:4) The zircon fractions from samples A1334, A1187 and A1261 were all subjected to multi-grain ID-TIMS analysis on large quantities of crystals and carried out in the later part of the 1980-ties. The relatively large MSWD-values and ± errors are most likely the results of heterogeneous zircon crystallizations involving significantly different growth stages. This is probably also true of the numerous multi-grain analyses previously reported. The uncertainty problem is particularly severe in the case of analyses aimed at reflecting early stages of development, which may have been influenced by late-stage annealing, metamorphism and the presence of xenocrystic grains from older continental rocks.
Sample 98033 ample represents a granulitic gneiss at Lilla Hummelholm, To rsholma. It is from the same rock type as sample A1334. This granulitic gneiss carries abundant clino-and ortho-pyroxenes which cause the brownish appearance. The rock has been deformed at least twice before reaching its present state, and both TIMS and SIMS ages area vailable. The zircons are mainly short-prismatic and colourless transparent to translucent. Irregular and button-like yellow monazites occur.
The cathode-luminescence (CL) and transmitted light (TL) images shown in Fig. 4 illustrate the characteristics found among the zircons of this granulite sample (98033). Despite the metamorphic features, magmatic type zoning is still the dominant texture in the central parts of the zircon grains. There, the CL images are visible as irregular growth bands of variable greyish intensity.M arginal domains of homogeneous CL-dark reflection have been analysed in two instances (grains 02a and 04a) and yield ages of 1826 and 1828 Ma (see Fig. 4 and Table 1). CL-greyish and zoned interiors, reflecting changes in element concentrations associatedw ith magmatic crystallization, constitute 8 of the totally ten analyses. The weighted average mean of the 207 Pb/ 206 Pb ages for these eight (n=8/10) analyses (thus excluding analyses 02a and 04a) is 1876±11 Ma. The MSWD value for this calculation is 3.8 and the age distribution is shown in the histogram of Fig. 4 .
The analytical SIMS-results can also be expressed in the form of aC oncordiap lot (not shown). A best fit to a straight line of the eight older analyses yields intercept ages of 1885±14 and c. 610 Ma. Since the lower intercept of 610 Ma is rather high for a lead diffusion curve and less likely to mark recent lead loss or a metamorphic event, a lower intercept anchored at 250 Ma would probably result in a more realistic upper intercept age of 1878.7±5.8 Ma at the 95 % confidence level and a MSWD of 1.3. Similarly to all the other calculations made for this publication, these ages have been calculated using a 95% confidence level or correspondingly given with 2-sigma uncertainties in Ta ble 1.
We have also carried out some ID-TIMS single-grain analyses on selected short-prismatic anhedral zircons which, prior to isotope dilution (ID), were abraded (Krogh, 1982) (Fig. 4 centre) . We have not identified any inherited/xenocrystic zircon core domains in this material, but any addition from metamorphic overgrowths would immediately render the ID-TIMS age determinations of 1869 Ma to become a minimum age of prima- a) Key to grain analysis and Cathode luminescence (CL) notation: Sample number (e.g. 00014), followed by grain/crystal no. and spot analysis reference (e.g. 5a or 5b for two analyses on grain 5). The final comment refers to the CL character and to the region of the spot analysis. Abbreviations: da=dark, gr=grey, ev=even, w=whitish, zon=zoned, ir=irregular, cen=centre, bor=border, ogr=overgrowth on at least one older phase, core= there is at least one younger phase visible, br= more fractured crystal than the best quality crystals; x=analysis excluded from the age calculation b) Errors in atomic ratios are given at 2 sigma in percent of the ratio, and for ages in absolute numbers at the 2 sigma level c) Error correlation for 207Pb/235U vs. 206Pb/238U ratios. a) Key to grain analysis and Cathode luminescence (CL) notation: Sample number (e.g. 00014), followed by grain/crystal no. and spot analysis reference (e.g. 5a or 5b for two analyses on grain 5). The final comment refers to the CL character and to the region of the spot analysis. Abbreviations: da=dark, gr=grey, ev=even, w=whitish, zon=zoned, ir=irregular, cen=centre, bor=border, ogr=overgrowth on at least one older phase, core= there is at least one younger phase visible, br= more fractured crystal than the best quality crystals; x=analysis excluded from the age calculation b) Errors in atomic ratios are given at 2 sigma in percent of the ratio, and for ages in absolute numbers at the 2 sigma level c) Error correlation for 207Pb/235U vs. 206Pb/238U ratios. Disc % ** ry crystallization. Therefore we consider the previously calculated "anchored SIMS concordia" of 1879±6 Ma (Fig 2:1) to best define the time of primaryz ircon crystallization, which also is the best approximation for the time of magmatic emplacement. The two youngest SIMS analyses from the overgrowth domains of zircon grains 02a and 04a (1826 and 1828 Ma, and displayed in the CL and TL images of Fig. 4 Fig. 4 centre) . To gether these ages indicate significant medium-to highgrade metamorphic recrystallization in the To rsholma area very close to 1830 Ma. Because of different blocking temperatures for zircons and monazites, the similarity in the metamorphic ages obtained also suggests that the cooling/ uplift was a relatively rapid process.
Sample 99021 p is from the island of Hellsö,K ökar.I tr epresents the quartz-and feldspar-rich neosome associated with ab recciated pod of mafic gneiss. The surrounding rocks areb ands of mafic boudins within as trongly deformed granodioritic-dioritic gneiss sequence. Zircon is abundant and mostly occurs as brownish short-prismatic grains. Occasionally, secondary overgrowths create complex crystallizationsi no valt or ounded grains (Fig. 5) . However, our expectations to find metamorphic zircon among the quartz-feldspatic recrystallization products proved negative. Three short-prismatic light brown( sample 99021 C) and ten long-prismatic zircon crystals (sample 99021 D) were investigated using the ID-TIMS technique. They yielded, within the limits of error, a combined age of 1889±3 Ma. This result is indistinguishable from that on the zircons from a nearby granodioritic gneiss sample at Kökar.
Seven zircon grains from sample 99022 A (see Ta ble 2f raction A) together marka na ge of about 1891 Ma.
The SIMS investigation of sample 99021 showeds ome remarkable results: Thus there are no evidences of metamorphic zircon overgrowths from events younger than 1860 Ma. However, metamorphic titanite with ages of c. 1784 Ma (Ta ble 2) indicates less pronounced recrystallization as a result of shearing of the two Kökar gneisses. The kinds of zircon crystallization that are most evident in this sample, constitute zoned magmatic crystallizations which surround cores that arew ell distinguished in CL images (cf. zircon grain 26 and 28 in Fig. 5 ), while the oldest core is 3163 Ma old. Obviously, this rock sample indicates the presence, not only of minor Archaean material, but also of significant amounts of continental crust formed just before 2000 Ma. The other SIMS spot analyses were directed to parts of zircon crystals where some kind of zoning reaching the grain edges is present. The four youngest of these ages are considered to be the result of grain and/or instrument disturbances, and spot 02a may well cover several heterogeneous domains. The remaining sixteen analyses define a discordia which intercepts the concordia at 1882.6±3.7 Ma and 358 Ma, with a MSWD of 0.66 at the 95 % confidence level. The weighted average 207 Pb/ 206 Pb age for these sixteen analyses is 1884±3 Ma (Fig. 5 centre) .
The ID-TIMS ages (Table 2) are precise but significantly older and, above all, scattered be- of Frantz isodynamic separator) unless otherwise indicated; z=zircon; mon=monazite; ti=titanite; >74 and <74=crystal sizes in microns; +4.5, 4.3-4.5 etc refers to the speciphic gravity of the analysed zircons; 4xx=number of crystals analysed; lbr=light brown; br=brown; ye=yellow; sp=short-prismatic (l/w=1-3); lp=long-prismatic(l/w>4); butt=button-like; eu=euhedral; an=anhedral; subrounded; ab=abraded (Krogh, 1982 ) (b)Concentrations for the 98033 and 99XXX samples are known to about 15% for sample weights of about 0.01 mg (c) Corrected for lead blank of 5-15 pg in the 98033 and 99XXX samples, fractionation, spike and initial common lead (Stacey & Kramers, 1975) Sample 99022 p is ag ranodioritic gneiss with blastomegacrystic feldspar that was sampled on Hellsö, Kökar. The zircons are often colourless and free from cracks, and display ar ange of long-prismatic to round morphologies. Only one ID-TIMS zircon analysis was carried out on abraded grains of this rock sample. The mean 207 Pb/ 206 Pb age of a small number of crystals is 1891±2 Ma (Ta ble 2, not shown graphically). Since there is a clear possibility that this analysis include at least some inherited radiogenic lead, the obtained age must be considered am aximum age of rock crystallization.
Three populations of titanite crystals were also investigated radiometrically from this rock. shown graphically).
Sample 99024
pl is from ab anded biotite-hornblende orthogneiss on the island of Sottunga. The rock has been strongly deformed by ductile shearing, occasionally showing strong sheath folding. There is a range of zircon morphologies that may comprise both xenocrystic and metamorphic parts. The rock was sampled close to a younger granitic dyke intrusion (comparable to the rock type sampled as 00010 described below) which registers significantly later deformations within the shear zone. The thirty SIMS spot analyses performed were mainly directed at domains of zoning and where CL-images are homogeneously dark or show an interplay of darker and lighter lamellae. By excluding analyses with large instrumental uncertainties, discordancies and/or clearly separate ages (the ones excluded from the regression are indicated by an x before their numbers in Ta ble 1 and by their spot numbers in Fig. 6 (Fig 6) , 15a and 28a which show influences of younger events, were excluded and may have been related to the emplacement of the adjacent intrusive granites. The ID-TIMS analyses of four zircon populations with varying morphologies and colouring yield 207 Pb/ 206 Pb ages between 1886 and 1877 Ma.A lthough the grains were abraded before chemical dissolution, there is some suspicion of metamorphic additions in the young age. Xenocrystic cores with CL-white images occur in some of the mounted grains (compare CL image of spot 04 in Fig. 6 ), but none of these haveb een analysed from this sample and their ages are therefore unknown. The ID-TIMS ages of the three older populations vary from 1882 to 1886 Ma and are within the uncertainties of the mean SIMS 207 Pb/ 206 Pb age.
From a consideration of the various age data, we suggest an age of 1884±5 Ma as the best approximation for the crystallization of the magmatic zircons and the emplacement of this rock.
Sample 95020 p represents ag rey, strongly deformed tonalitic-granodioritic gneiss with an axial-plane schistosity trending N40 E. The sample was collected at the islet of Gräshäran a few kilometres north of the island of Enklinge (Fig. 1) . The zircon grains are generally shortprismatic with curved morphologies (high order hkl-indices) in the grain terminations. When immersed in alcohol or mounted in plastic and polished to expose internal textures, the zircons display marginal rims. Generally, these are richer in uranium and more turbid probably due to the development of micro-fractures. From the Pb age of 1886.0±6.8 Ma with a MSWD of 7.6. The rather high MSWD value is largely due to the presence of one (spot 02) disparate age, older than the majority of ages obtained (Fig. 7) . By using Tu key'sb iweight mean calculation (Ludwig, 1991) The contacts between the central domains and the metamorphic overgrowths a re always sharp and follow closely the magmatic zonation of the zircons. Thus there are no signs of crystal absorption of the central parts that would result in indented boundaries crossing over the zonation and formed during the metamorphic overgrowth. Similarly, there are no traces of any erosional processes that could havew orked/ abraded the zircon grains. Genetically, these features confirm a magmatic origin for the rock. The homogeneity of the zircon ages can sometimes be taken to indicate a single source. However,t herei so ne rather old age of 2061 Ma, which has been excluded from the calculation. This age may well be a reflection of the presence of newly formed continental crust at about that time. Zircon ages of about 2000 Ma and more aref requent in the Svecofennian sedimentary rocks distant from the Archaean craton (Claesson et al., 1993; Lahtinen et al., 2002) . Furthermore, they make up a significant part of the zir-con population in the Kökar sample (cores in sample 99021; Ta ble 1).
Sample 00013 ample is from the island of Enklinge. It represents ar hyolitic porphyryw ith varying concentrations of fragments. According to the stratigraphic section suggested for the Enklinge area by Ehlers and Lindroos (1990b) that rock was deposited atop of the supracrustal pile of mainly mafic volcanic rocks. The homogeneously deformed rocks show a steep linear structure (rodding) with an almost circular XY section of the strain ellipsoid. There are outcrops with well preserved and only weakly distorted primary volcanic structures. The zircon crystals of this porphyry sometimes have radial and interlamellar cracks transecting simple prisms which areo ften terminated by distorted pyramids (Fig. 8) . The CL-images show grey to darker grey domains that follow the internal lamellar textures. In some cases, thin metamorphic rims can be traced, but this is too minor a phenomenon to be analysed. The SIMS spot analyses (i.e. crystals 01, 03 and 05 in Fig. 8 ) have been directed to what were considered to be homogeneous CL-domains which seemingly match undisturbed domains of lamellar growth zoning seen in the comparable transmitted light (TL) images.
With the exception of two analyses, one from a probable xenocrystic core (07a, Ta ble 1) and the other from the marginal part of a grain (10c, from which we have two additional analyses of the central domains 10a and 10b), the remaining sixteen out of the eighteen (n = 16/18) analyses yield ad iscordia that intersects the concordia at 1888±7.5 Ma (95 % confidence lev- Sample no 00014 ample is from a meta-diabase intersecting the granulite gneiss at To rsholma (Fig.  3) . The zircons in this rock are few and only ten SIMS analyses were performed. Unfortunately these resulted in a span of crystallization ages indicating the probable presence of heterogeneous grains. Obvious outliers from what might be a main population aret he very discordant and metamict spot nominated 07a (see Ta ble 1) and analysis 02a from the central domain of a CLheterogeneous grain (Fig. 9) . Analyses 05a and 05b seemingly sample similar portions of grain number 05 (Fig. 9) , and the diverging age numbers (1856 and 1878 Ma) examplify the limited precision of single SIMS ages as compared with the ages of ID-TIMS. Therefore, weighted mean of SIMS ages or SIMS discordias should be based on a number of spot analyses sufficient to allow statistical treatment. If also analysis 10a isr ejected (because of the known effect of an 1830 Ma event in the country gneisses, but also for the relatively high negative discordancy), we may calculate a mean 206 Pb/ 207 Pb age for the remaining seven analyses of 1859±19Ma. These seven analyses span an age interval of 1837 to 1894 Ma.A tt he moment therea re no reliable criteria to exclude some of the younger ages apartf romt he noted influence of metamorphism at about 1830 Ma. Having this in mind, however, an age in the older part of the 1859±19 Ma intervals eems to be the morel ikely one to match the time of magmatic zircon crystallization and dyke intrusion.
Sample no 00010 ample is from a granite dyke at the Hästnäs locality on Sottunga island, situated in the prominent ductile SFSZ shear zone. The dyke is 5-10 metres wide and cuts the folded and banded gneisses (Fig. 10) . Despite the fresh 00014). (sample To rsholma at Metadiabase 9.
Fig.
Upper part :CLi mages from representatives of the fewz ircon grains availablew ith their spot locations and corresponding Pb/Pb age figures. Bottom part :histogram of the limited number of age determinations resulting in aless precise and rather hypothetical age of 1859±19 Ma. Fig. 10 . Stronglyd eformed dioritic/granodioritic gneisses (SIMS U-Pb zircon age 1884± 5M a) with amphibolitic bands ared iscordantly transected by am edium to fine-grained dykeo fm icrocline granite with aS IMS U-Pb zircon age of 1790± 6M a). The locality is in the middle of the SFSZ on the western shoreo ft he island of Sottunga.
nature of the rock, its zircon grains show complicated crystallization patterns. In some instances, possibly xenocrystic cores make up the central parts of the grains (spot 04 in Fig.11) , while metamict and uranium-richz ircon constitutes the outer rims (e.g., spot 07). These late crystallizations are readily seen as CL-dark images against the often zoned CL-greyish-white (e.g., grain 03 in Fig. 11 ) and sometimes irregular central domains. The metamict characters of the three uranium-rich rims that were analysed prohibit age calculation for these late additions. On the other hand, the freshness of the sampled dykes as well as signs of absorption to similarly aged central domains of the zircon grains (cf. grains 03 and 07 in Fig. 11 ) argue against a metamorphic event significantly separate from the time of intrusion. We prefer a scenario involving the crystallization of rims to create the euhedral outer zircon morphologies (cf. the different phases of grain 03 shown in Fig. 11 ) during a stage linked to the original rock crystallization. In accordance with an evolving magma chamber, the chemistry of the crystallizing agents had developed into moreu ranium-rich concentrations.
Tw entyfour SIMS spot analyses on various zircon domains from sample 00010 have been performed. Out of these analyses, the spots of relatively young Pb ages have likewise been put aside because of (1) poor precision and being relatively older than their interior parts (cf. spot analysis 03c in relation to 03a and b also visualized in Fig. 11) ; (2) occupying central grain domains of somewhat roundish morphology with potential xenocrystic origin (cf. grains 04 and 12a in Fig. 11) ; and (3) exhibiting too old and disparate age figures in order to have a cause of crystallization common to the majority of spot analyses. Among these, we again note the presence of plus-2000 Ma,m ost probably continental 
Discussion and conclusions
Zircon is known to survives everem etamorphism, but can readily form secondary coating atop primary grains. Moreover, zircon seeds are assimilated during magma ascent, and relict zircon can survive from a continental provenance.
To gether these features result in a complex pattern of crystallizations within a single grain. Geologically significant ages are supposed to monitor an isotopically homogeneous part of a grain or set of grains. It is evident that these conditions aren ot always met with a nd this fact should be considered when comparing age figures obtained with different techniques and to different standards.
6.1.Timing of the imbrication and overthrust in Torsholma
The TIMS and SIMS datings of the rocks in the To rsholma area give us time constraints as follows. The emplacement age of the deformed orthogneiss, c. 1879±6 Ma, is comparable to the ages of the early gneissose granodioritic intrusions reported from southern Finland in this study (c. 1885 Ma,a nd summarised in Ta ble 3) and in neighbouring regions of the Ta mpere SchistB elt (c. 1900-1880 Ma)a nd elsewhere (Kähkönen, 1999; Nironen et al., 2002) . The studied area forms a sub-horizontal sequence of multiply folded supracrustal rocks and gneisses with structures (refolded folds in Fig. 12 ) indicating an early overturning and sub-horizontal thrusting of the attenuated and banded sequence towards the northwest. This phase of deformation conceivably correlates with the regional D2 deformation elsewere in SW Finland (Ehlers et al., 1993; Väisänen, 2002) . That folding occurred well before the regional D3 phase, whichi sr oughly synchronous with the intrusion of the migmatizing microcline granites within the LSGM zone. The deformed orthogneiss sequence was extended and intruded by roughly E-W directed mafic metadiabasic dykes (Fig. 2:1 and Fig. 3 ). The geological structure of the To rsholma area indicates a phase of extension of the crust, and intrusion of steep mafic dykes which took place after the strongly recumbent fold phases (D2), but before the subsequent stacking and imbrication of the gneiss slab between sub-horizontal sheets of mafic volcanics (Fig 2: 3). Our disparate and rather limited SIMS zircon analyses from the amphibolite dykes (sample 00014) rendered an imprecise result of 1859±19 Ma for the extensional phase following upon the subhorizontal D2-folding of the gneisses.
In the concept of a Svecofennian arc accretion, recently reviewed by Väisänen (2002) , the formation of this rock collage would represent a significant phase of collision between the Southern (SSAC) and Central (CSAC) Svecofennian Arc Complexes. A sheet of granodiorite (sample A1261, 1861±19 Ma) intruded the stack of previously imbricated rock slabs, between the deformed orthogneisses and the overlying outlier of amphibolite (Fig. 2:3) . The granodiorite is moderately sheared (top towards NW, Fig. 13 ). Nearby, only slightly deformed granite dykes of similar age and composition (sample A1187 with an age of 1865±13 Ma) also transect the deformed orthogneisses. They seemingly belong to the same intrusion which apparently took place during the vaning stages of the collisional episode.
The emplacement of the orthogneisses at 1879±6 Ma and the intrusion of the granodiorite dykes at 1865±13 Ma brackets the time of intrusion of the amphibolite dykes (hered ated poorly at 1859±19 Ma) into a rather narrow timef rame (see Fig. 3 ). Thesed ykesi ntruded during what is believed to be a late stage of the thrusting. The extension of the crust and the intrusion of the meta-diabases must have occurred between those two tectonic episodes. This leaves us with an approximate time intervalo fc . 1875-1860 Ma for the intrusion of the dykes and the subsequent phase of stacking and imbrication. This is in accordance with the estimation by Väisänen et al. (2002) for the accretion and collission between the SSAC and CSAC.
Both in the deformed orthogneisses (sample 98033) and in the cross cutting dykes of a latekinematic type granodiorite (sample A1187) therea re monazites giving concordant ages of about 1830 Ma. The same age is observed from single grain SIMS spot analyses of zircon overgrowths in the same sample (Fig. 4) . It is also the dominant age of the microcline granites belonging to the LSGM zone of southern Finland (Suominen, 1991; Kurhila et al., 2004) , and conceivably this signifies an episode of elevated temperatures accompanying metamorphism and intrusion of these granites. The whole collage of rock slabs was later cut by a set of undeformed pegmatites indicating post-collisional collapse (Lindroos et al., 1996; Fig. 2:4) and yielding a concordant monazite age of 1795±4 Ma (sample A1185).
6.2.The age of the volcanics and the granodiorite of the Enklinge area
The Enklinge area features well preserved subaqueous volcanic sequences earlier described by Sederholm (1934) , Ehlers (1976) , and Ehlers & Lindroos (1990b) . Sample 00013 is a rhyolite porphyry from the upper part of the stratigraphic secuence. It overlies a sequence of mafic and intermediate lavas and fragment-rich rocks. The precise SIMS U-Pb zircon age of 1885±5 Ma reported herei s in agreement with some of the published ages on volcanic rocks from the Svecofennian domain in Sweden and Finland (e.g., Kähkönen, 1999) .
The surrounding granodioritic gneiss has a previously reported multi-grain ID-TIMS zircon age of 1882±15 Ma (Suominen, 1991) . stacking and imbrication processes. On the other hand, the original emplacement of the older orthogneiss was followed by early deformation involving subhorizontal (D2) nappes and These rocks arey ounger and structurally discordantt o the volcanics. However, because of theirs imilar chemistry, and since several finegrained quartz porphyryd ykes ares ubparallel with the rhyolitic volcanics, Ehlers and Lindroos (1990a) considered the dykes to be hypabyssal equivalents of the same magma. Our new sample 95020 represents a deformed part of the granodioritic gneisses and yields a SIMS zircon age of 1884±3 Ma. This corraborates previous deductions on the close relationship in time and space between the extrusion of the Enklinge volcanics and the intrusion of the surrounding granodiorite.M orei mportantly,t here is as uperb age agreement between these volcanics and our present SIMS results from the granodioritic gneisses of the Sottunga, Kökar and To rsholma areas (Table 3) .
6.3.The South Finland Shear Zone (SFSZ),
The SFSZ represents a major zone of deformation that can be followed along the south coast of Finland for a couple of hundred kilometres. In its SW part this zone closely follows the contact of the LSGM zone (Fig. 1) , but most of the deformation is in the older granodiorite-tonalite rocks representing early Svecofennian intrusions. Previous ID-TIMS age determinations from these rocks around Sottunga and Kökar cover an approximate age interval of c. 1870-1895 Ma (Suominen, 1991) . Ourn ew SIMS samples from the strongly banded gneisses on Sottunga and from the deformed tonalites-granodiorites on Kökar both indicate an intrusion age of 1884±5 Ma. The presence of older Palaeoproterozoic and Archaean zircons may explain why some published ages probably represent mixed populations.
The gneisses in the area along the SFSZ are intruded by swarms of amphibolitic metadiabase dykes (Fig. 14) reminiscent of those which appear on To rsholma. This is probably a regional feature which in most cases is obliterated by the later phases of metamorphism and granite intrusions within the LSGM zone. Since the dykes are deflected, they intruded the gneisses previous to the shearing along the SFSZ. In all likelihood, the intrusion of these mafic dykes is comparable to those on To rsholma and supplies a maximum age of the shearing that post-dates c. 1865 Ma.
The NW end of the SFSZ around the island of Sottunga is characterized by numerous granitic dykes forming a network discordantly crosscutting the shear zone. The granite dykes, however, haveas chistosity (Edelman, 1979) and showm inor deformation and deflection suggesting intrusion during the vaning stages of the shearing. Our SIMS sample (00010) from one of the late granite dykes in the NW part oft he shear zone gives an age of 1790±6 Ma and indicates the time of the last major activities along the zone in this area. On the northern shore of the island of Sottunga, the SFSZ is cut by the essentially undeformed Mosshaga granite with a U-Pb TIMS zircon age of 1788±11 Ma (Welin et al., 1983) . Thus our SIMS dated granite dykes in the NW end of the SFSZ are of the same age and extend from the Mosshaga granite massif some 10 kilometres along the shear zone. The coherence is also noted from petrographical and chemical analyses of both dykes and the Mosshaga pluton (e.g., Branigan, 1987) .
Regional considerations within the Svecofennian domain
Prominent volcanism and igneous activity constitute timely separated episodes in the build-up of the Svecofennian domain. The granodioritic gneisses at Kökar with a zircon SIMS intrusion age of 1884±3 Ma apparently contain significant proportions of continental crust that was formed just before 2000 Ma ago (Fig. 5) . Similarly,t herea re an umber of 2.1-1.95 Ga old zircons in Svecofennian metasedimentary rocks from central Finland (Huhma et al., 1991; Claesson et al., 1993; Lahtinen et al., 2002) . However, Vaasjoki et al. (2003) have demonstrated that at least some of the c. 1920 Ma granitoids from central Finland do not contain inherited zircons. Scarce occurrences of rocks close to this age or somewhat older have been identified from central Sweden (c. 1.95 Ga granitoids, Wasström, 1996) while similar ages by Welin et al. (1993) and Lundqvist et al. (1998) run the possibility of including inherited grains. About 1.98-2.0 Ga old detrital zircon grains from south-central Finland showb oth pre-and post-sedimentarym etamorphism older than previously recorded in the Svecofennian domain (Rutland et al., 2004) . Moreover, Rutland et al. (2001a and b) demonstrate the existence of deformation structures in some Palaeoproterozoic supracrustal rocks of the Bothnian Basin from central Sweden that aren ot found elsewhere. They further postulate (op. cit.) the existence of a rifting continent making up the basement to the supracrustal rocks in regions like Bergslagen and south of the Skellefte district with continuations to Finland. A time concept involving c. 2 Ga old micro-continents originally distant to the Archaean regions in the NE has recently been proposed by Nironen et al. (2002) and Lahtinen et al. (2002) . Although many Svecofennian granitoids arek nown to contain heterogeneous zircon populations (eg. Vaasjoki et al., 1996) , the Kökar gneiss is seemingly the first case where inheritance from c. 2.0 Ga sources has been unequivocally demonstrated in a syntectonic Svecofennian intrusive rock. Thus, increasing evidences for the exitence of a Palaeoproterozoic continental crust before 1.93 Ga are accumulating.
The oldest well-constrained age of early magmatism from the Ta mperer egion is c. 1904±4 Ma (Kähkönen, 1999) . The rock interfingers surrounding supracrustals which sometimes haveb een paralleled with the Haveri, and Vammala belts (Kähkönen &N ironen, 1994) . Magmatism and deposition alternate to about 1880 Ma when subsequent metamorphism and folding took place in central Finland. To wards west in the Bergslagen region of Sweden, magmatism and alternating sedimentation areobservedinthe approximate time interval1 904-1890 Ma (Allen et al., 1996; Lundstömetal., 1998; Persson &P ersson, 1999) . In comparison, the oldest magmatism in the Åland region is somewhat younger than that of both the Ta mpereand the Bergslagen region. Thereare so far no modern age determinations from Åland indicating granitoid emplacement ages in excess of 1890 Ma.
The earliest metamorphism in the Ta mpere schist belt commenced at about 1880 Ma, while the metamorphism of the allochthonous gneiss slab of To rsholma is seemingly later. Metamorphic ages of about 1860 Ma have been documented from zircon overgrowths and monazites within the Bothnian Basin near the Skellefte district (Rutland et al., 2001b) . The comparable metamorphic episode in the Bergslagen region is so far limited to be younger than the c.1856 Ma old deformed pegmatites at Stora Vika (Welin & Stålhös, 1986) .
Metamorphic imprint at about 1830 Ma in the LSGM zone (Ehlers et al., 1993) is also recorded by concordant monazite ages and overgrowths on zircons in several samples from To rsholma. This episode is confined to this zone and is not observed elsewhere in the Svecofennian domain. It represents episodes of metamorphism, remelting and formation of migmatitic granites. However, granite intrusions of approximately the same age occur as an older part in the Tr ansscandinavian Igneous Belt that borders the Svecofennian domain to the south and west.
Concluding remarks
The volcanic extrusions at Enklinge (1885±6 Ma) are coeval with the intrusion of the gneissose granodiorites in the surrounding areas of Enklinge, Sottunga and Kökar.T hese rocks yield remarkably coherent SIMS ages with an average of about 1885±5 Ma (Ta ble 3). They in- The medium-to fine-grained granite dykes along the NW end of the South Finland Shear Zone (SFSZ) register the last displacements along the zone. The dykes are discordant in relation to the strongly deformed granodiorites but are themselves schistose and gently folded. Their age of c. 1790 Ma dates the later stages of shearing along the SFSZ. Petrologically and chemically they are similar to the Mosshaga intrusion which transects the SFSZ close to the Åland Rapakivi (Fig. 1) . The dykes stretch about 10 km southwards along the shear zone, thus substantiating their close relationship in time to the developments within the SFSZ.
The collage of thin imbricated rock slabs in the To rsholma area separates two stages of intrusions, at c. 1880 and c. 1865 Ma, in the supracrustal rocks. Gneisses of the older group are sheared and folded together with the supracrustals into subhorizontal recumbent folds which are subsequently refolded (Fig. 2 ) . The episodes of folding are followed by an extensional stage producing a set of steeply dipping metadiabase dykes. The whole collage is subsequently overthrusted and sandwiched between pillowed mafic lava layers. This episode can be interpreted as a result of a collisional episode (accretion and collision between SSAC and CSAC , Väisänen, 2002 and references therein).
The c. 1865 Ma granodiorites intrude the sandwiched layers as gently dipping sheets and steep dykes in a late stage of this collisional deformation, and they still show traces of "top towardsW "movements (Fig. 13) . These events supply ar ather limited time intervalf or the most intensive part of the Svecofennian deformational history. They suggest that the main collisional episode, as shown by overthrusting, imbrication and metamorphism, probably took place some 1860-1875 Ma ago. Thereafter, basaltic dyke intrusions mark an episode of crustal extension. Väisänen (2002) suggests an age of c. 1870 Ma for this collisional stage based on the assumption that this is the youngest true recorded age of the early Svecofennian granodioritic intrusions.
In several samples of the To rsholma granodiorites, monazite crystallizations and zircon overgrowths yield concordant U-Pb ages of approximately 1830 Ma. This age is in a general accordance with the ages of granites and migmatites in the LSGM zone (Ehlers et al., 1993) . Potassium granites belonging to this group occur all over the research area in To rsholma, and the monazites most probably recordt he overprinting temperature anomaly of this phase in the structural evolution of southern Finland.
A steep undeformed pegmatite dyke with a monazite age of 1795±4 Ma transects the whole set of imbricated rock slabs in To rsholma (Fig.  2) . The overlapping U-Pb ages of this and other pegmatites (Lindroos et al., 1996) of the postkinematic type intrusions, as well as the timing of the large-scale shear zones, indicate consolidation of the Svecofennian crust. This also suggests that deformation was partitioned along steep discrete crustal shears in contrast to the earlier subhorizontal crustal shortening and thickening seen in the To rsholma area. The transition between the earlier tectonic history of ductile subhorizontal collisional crustal deformation, and the later phases of brittle strain partitioning into steeply dipping shears must have taken place after the intrusion of the subhorizontal granite sheets (c. 1830 Ma) belonging to the LSGM zone of southern Finland. and data reduction. This is contribution #107 of the NORDSIM laboratory which is a joint Nordic facility in Stockholm sponsored by the research councils, the GTK and the NRM. We also thank Pernilla Lindroos, Anna Rikberg and Ta ija To rvela for mapping field relations in the Åland archipelago during their time at Åbo Akademi University (ÅA). Part of this study was carried out during a professorship to T. Skiöld at ÅA from the Nordic Academy for Advanced Study, Oslo.
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